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Beginning Beekeeping Series
Lesson 6: Wintering Honeybees
Lesson 6 will cover how to prepare honeybee
colonies for winter, also how to check on hives in
winter without opening them.

If there are any frames of brood in the honey
supers, place them into the brood chamber (the
bottom two boxes). Since we do not use queen
excluders, this is a possibility.
Evaluate how many frames are covered with bees
in the bottom two boxes. If there are more than 10
frames of bees, leave the colony two boxes high,
and replace the lid. If there are fewer than 10
frames with bees, move frames with bees into the
bottom box and remove empty frames so there
are 10 frames total. Reducing the hive to 1 or 2
boxes is called “compressing” the hive. It gives
bees less space to heat during the winter.

Figure 1. Feeding bees in the fall.

Preparing Hives for Winter
What do bees do in the winter?
Bees will fill form a cluster during winter to keep
warm. They will consume honey and use the
energy to shake their bodies and generate heat.
Around Labor Day: Harvest honey in honey
supers. See Lesson 8 on harvesting honey. Bees
will use any nectar collected after Labor Day to
build winter stores. Try to leave enough honey for
bees to survive the winter. This takes some
experience and weather-prediction skills. It is a
good idea to save a frame or two of honey, in
case you need to feed bees. We like to store
frames in the deep freezer.

Around mid-September Ideally, a 2-story colony
should fill 2 deep boxes and weigh 100 pounds
going into winter.
Test the colony weight by lifting it and see if it
weighs 100 pounds. You can estimate or use a
scale. If 100 pounds is too much to lift, you can lift
the front of the hive, with the back of the hive still
on the ground, to see if it is heavy. It is nice to
have several hives to compare weights.
If the box is light, feed *honey* or heavy syrup
until the colony weighs 100 pounds. Ideally, bees
eat HONEY in the winter. Honey is the most
nutritious food for them. A convenient way to feed
honey is to add a frame of honey into the brood
chamber box. Trade it out for a lighter frame.
If honey is scarce, feed bees heavy sugar syrup.
Keep filling the feeder when bees empty it until
the hive weights 100 pounds. (See Lesson 3 for
recipe for heavy sugar syrup). We have only had
to feed heavy syrup in heavy drought years.
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Arranging Honey Stores Within the hive, most of
the frames with honey should be located in the
top box. Bees like it when there are a couple of
mostly empty frames in the center of the box, with
honey in the outer 7-8 frames. The empty frames
will give bees a place to cluster. This is the way
bees naturally arrange honey stores going into
winter. When compressing the hive, try to put it
this way. **If you are reading this in December,
donʼt run out to change the frame order in your
hive and freeze your bees to death. Trust the
bees to rearrange things how they want them.

Figure 3 shows what happened in inside the lid
without a working vent. The moist air froze to the
top instead of venting out.
In Figure 4, notice the drilled hole below the
handhold. Also notice that the hole in the lid to
vent moisture is filled in with frost. It is working.

Add the inner cover, if using, the last time you
inspect the bees.
Keeping Bees Dry In winter, DRY is more
important than warm. Removing moist air is key to
wintering bees. Moisture is released when bees
consume honey, which is 20% water. Some lids
have a built-in ventilation hole. Others require an
inner cover. We like to have lids with the
ventilation hole. It makes it so we donʼt have to
store another piece of equipment. For extra
ventilation, we also drill a 5/8” hole just below the
handhold in each box. This serves as an entrance
and moisture vent. And the bees seem to like it.

Figure 3. Frost on the inside of the lid of an
unvented hive.

Figure 2. is a photo of an lid ventilation hole that
bees plugged with propolis.

Figure 4. Hive with lid and handle ventilation
holes.

Figure 2. is a photo of an inner cover vent. Bees
plugged it up with propolis.

Place a fist-sized rock on top of the lid to prevent
it from blowing off. When propolis hardens from
cold, the seal can break open and the propolis will
not stick it back down as well.
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Wrapping hives: The decision to wrap or not
wrap hives is a management call. We donʼt
typically wrap our hives. Wrapping and insulating
hives will increase beesʼ activity during winter.
Increased activity means bees will consume their
winter stores more quickly, and there will be more
labor to feed them. Not wrapping means colder
temperatures, which causes bees to slow down,
giving them a well-deserved break during the
winter months.
However, wrapping can be beneficial if you want
bees to raise brood in the winter, like if you are
sending bees to California for almond pollination,
or if you want an earlier start in the spring. Keep in
mind that in colder states, like Minnesota and
South Dakota, they do wrap hives for
overwintering success. It is much colder there
than in Utah. Weʼve successfully wintered
unwrapped hives in Evanston, WY, where it is
much colder than Utah County.

Figure 5. Honeybee colonies placed next to each
other, then insulated and wrapped with black
plastic.

If you decide to wrap, make sure there is
ventilation to remove moist air. Removing moist
air is more important than wrapping in Utah. Bees
also need to be able to go on cleansing flights on
warm winter days. Be sure they have an entrance
to do this.
Figures 5-6 show hives we insulated to prepare
them to go to California for pollination. The
insulation is on the tip of the hive and the entrance
is open.
It might be a good idea to place wintering hives
next to each other so colonies can share warmth.
Stacking hives: It may help hives keep warm if
they are stacked immediately next to each other.
They can share warmth with neighboring boxes.
You can do this with or without wrapping.
Figure 5 shows one configuration on how to do
this. Colonies are in 2 rows with the entrances
facing out so bees can make cleansing flights.
They are next to each other without air space
between boxes on the sides. This is possible with
a migratory-style lid.

Figure 6. Wrapped colonies.
Spring Inspection. On a warm day in March, look
inside your colonies. Check the honey stores and
look for eggs and brood. If needed, feed honey or
light syrup and pollen substitutes. Feed as often
as necessary until there is a nectar flow.
The critical time to feed bees is in early spring
(February-April) when the bees are brooding up
and honey stores are running low. At this time
there is a risk for starvation.
“Brooding up” means the queen is starting to lay
lots of eggs and bees are raising brood. This
begins in late February with the first pollen and
increases until July. Worker bees mix honey and
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pollen to feed brood. If there is not enough honey,
bees and brood can starve.
Cleaning dead hives. On average, 1/3 of colonies
die every winter. When hives die, inspect the
equipment for disease (especially foulbrood), clean
off any burr comb, and store disease-free
equipment in a cold, pest-tight place. Scrape out
any dead bees with the hive tool to avoid mold
growth. Wax will attract wax moths, wasps, mice,
etc., so the pest-tight place is critical. Discard any
diseased equipment. It is important to remove it
from the apiary to prevent robbing and spreading
of the disease. You can reuse disease-free
equipment when dividing hives in the spring. Use
disease-free frames of honey to feed other
colonies, or eat it yourself.

winter. The weight will gradually decrease as bees
consume the honey.

Figure 7. Knocking on the hive to listen for bees.

How to Check Bees in Winter
Without Opening the Hive
When temperatures are cold, it can be a bad idea
to open the beehive. Opening the hive can break
up the cluster and possibly freeze the colony to
death. However, there are several ways to see
how your hive is doing without opening the lid.
Knock on the hive. First, you can place your ear
next to the wall of the beehive and knock on the
hive. You will hear live bees buzzing inside. See
Figure 7.

Look for heat. Another way is to look for a spot

Figure 8. A dry spot in the center of the lid can
indicate that bees are doing well.

of melted snow on the outside of the lid, usually in
the center. A healthy colony will form a cluster
inside the hive around the honey stores. The heat
from the cluster will melt the snow on the outside
of the lid. Or if the snow is melted, it will cause the
spot in the center to be drier than the rest. Donʼt
worry if this spot is off-center. It means bees are
clustering on one side. See Figure 8.
Guess the weight. A third way is to lift the hive
and guess its weight. See Figure 9. A hive full of
honey stores will be heavy. We like a two-story
hive to weigh about 100 pounds going into
Figure 9. Lift the hive and guess its weight.
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